
J.—EAB.LT DANCE TUNES, CALLED " P A U L ' S STEEPLE"

AND " PAUL'S W H A R P , " WITH THE EIGUBES OF THE

COUNTKY DANCES ADAPTED TO THEM.

In the British Museum a will be found a copy of the second edition
of a curious little volume:

The Dancing Master: Or, plain and easie Rules for the
Dancing of Country Dances, with the Tune to each Dance, to
be playd on the Treble Violin. The second edition, Enlarged
and Corrected from many grosse Errors whieh were in the
former Edition. London, Printed for John Playford at his
shop in the Inner Temple, near the Church Door, 1652.

At page 81 is a tune entitled Paul's Steeple, and at page 84
another tune called Paul's Wharfe,h and under each tune the figures
of the dance adapted to it are set forth in detail. As the book is
decidedly scarce, at least in its earlier editions, I have transcribed
both the tunes and the instructions for the dances: and as the
symbols which Playford employs have a very mysterious appearance,
looking rather as if they represented some astrological mysteries
than the intricacies of a country dance, I deem it necessary to add
an explanatory note0 condensed from Playford's own prefatory

• Press mark, c. 31, b. 9, Brit. Mws. The volume measures about 7 in. X i.
b This tune is also found in Queen Elizabeth's Virginal Book. Cbappell's

Popular Music, 130.
• J This stands for the Men, © this for the Women, Wo. — Woman, We. —

Women. , stands for a strain playd once, t stands for a strain playd twice. S is
for a Single, that is two steps, closing both feet. D is for a Double, that is, four
steps forward or back, closing both feet.
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remarks. I will frankly say that I do not understand my own note:
I have no definite idea as to what is meant by " single, that is
two (!) steps, closing both feet."

Mr. Chappell, in his Popular Music of the Olden Time, observes
that the ballad a " Lament eche one the blazing fire " seems to have
been intended to be sung to the tune called Paul's Steeple. The
tune is also known by the name of The Duke of Norfolk, under
which title it appears in Playford's Division Violin in 1685, where
it is called, at page 2, The Duke of Norfolk or Paul's Steeple; and,
at page 18, Paul's Steeple or the Duke of Norfolk}1

" The Steeple of the old Cathedral of S. Paul's," Mr. Chappell
observes, " was proverbial for its height." In the Vulgaria printed
by Wynkin de Worde in 1530, we read, " ' Poules Steple is a mighty
great thing, and so hye that unneth [hardly] a man may discerne
the wether cocke, the top is unneth perceived.' So in Lodge's
Wounds of Civil War, a clown talks of the PauVs Steeple of honour,
as the highest point that can be attained." c

" There cannot, I think, be a doubt," Mr. Chappell adds, that
the Irish Cruiskeen Lawn, and the Scotch John Anderson, my Jo,
are mere modifications of this very old English tune." d

"A curious custom still remains in parts of SuiFolk, at the harvest
suppers, to sing the song, " I am the Duke of Norfolk," e one of the
company being crowned with an inverted pillow or cushion, and
another presenting to him a jug of ale, kneeling, as represented in
the vignette of the Horkey." (See Suffolk Garland, 1818, p. 402.)

I proceed to give the two dance tunes, with the figures of the
Country Dances adapted to them, exactly as I find them in Play-
ford's Dancing Master in 1652.

8 Printed supra, p. 126. b Chappell, Popular Music, i. 117.
c Ibid. i. 117. a Ibid. ii. 770.
* Ibid. i. 118, where the words and music of the song are given.
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PAUL'S STEEPLE.

Paul's Steeple. Longwayes for as many as will.

Lead up all a D. forward and back, set and turn S. j_ That
again J_

First man take his Wo. in his left hand, lead her down to the 2.
Wo. take the 2. Wo. in his right, and slip up with them into the
first place, cast off the 2. Wo. and then his own, and turn off into
his place _•_ This forward to all the We. _•_

Sides all and turn S. _•. That again ,2.
First man take his Wo. in his left hand, lead her down to the 2.

Wo. take the 2. Wo. in his right hand, and slide up with them,
kisse the 2. Wo. hand then with your own Wo. hand and let them
go, turning off into your place j>_ This forward to the rest _•.

Arms, set and turn S. j_ That again J_
First man take his Wo. in his left hand, lead her down to the

2. Wo. take the 2. Wo. in your right hand, and setting them back
to back in the middle, kisse the 2. then your own Wo. turning off
into your places, this forward to the rest.
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PAUL'S WHAEFE.

Paul's Wharfe. Longwayes for as many as will.

Lead up forwards and back _•_ That againe J_
Set and turn S. _•_ That againe _•_
First foure hand and go round _•_ Then crosse

over between the 2. place.
Sides all _•_ That againe _•_
First two on each side hands and goe back a D.

then meet and crosse over _•_ Then goe halfe round
towards the right hand into each others places J.

Armes all j _ That againe _•.
The first two men take both hands and change

places, the We. as much _•_ Cast of all foure, and
come to your places J_ Do thus to all.

O 0 0 O

As before
As before

As before
As before

As before

As the ancient notation may embarrass many readers, I am
enabled, by Mr. Chappell's kind permission, to subjoin the two
tunes in modern notation.



Ratlier slaw. PAUL'S STEEPLE
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Gracefully. PAUL'S WHABF.
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W. CHAPPELL, Popular Music of the Olden Time. vol. i. pp. 120, 130.


